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Regarding the death of my wonderful mother         

Charlotte Ann Futerfas  

and ongoing carnage, including Judge Eig who is clearly compromised (re: 

votes/coercion), as is my brother, Trump attorney Alan Futerfas (coercion)              

- Judge Eig, please stop invoking our relative Rabbi Mendel Futerfas -                            

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menachem_Mendel_Futerfas “Futerfas operated clandestine 

Jewish Cheders in the USSR, for which he was incarcerated for 14 years in Siberian gulags”             

You are no Rebbe Mendel - You are no MDC General Master Irwin Futerfas    

 

JUDITH N. FUTERFAS 
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IN THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT 

IN MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

PROBATE DIVISION 

CASE NO. 2021-006478-CP-02 SECTION: 04 

IN RE: ESTATE OF 

 CHARLOTTE ANN FUTERFAS, 

Deceased. 

_______________________________________________/ 

NOTICE OF FILING  DOCKET LISTING 33-86 DETAILED DESCRIPTIONS    

Most of these were filed by Judith Futerfas and did not have comments. These are the subsequent 

descriptions Ms. Futerfas supplied to the Miami-Dade County State Attorney’s Office and the Miami-

Dade County Clerk’s Office.   

Judith Futerfas 

Filing # 175911969 E-Filed 06/22/2023 01:19:16 PM





 

 





IN THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT 

IN MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

PROBATE DIVISION 

CASE NO. 2021-006478-CP-02 SECTION: 04 

IN RE: ESTATE OF 

CHARLOTTE ANN FUTERFAS, 

Deceased. 

_______________________________________________/ 

 

PETITION - for remedy in the following matters as mentioned in previous filings:  

 

The decedent’s daughter, Judith N. Futerfas respectfully requests her mother, Charlotte Futerfas’ middle 

name is corrected to Ann with this Court, and  

that provisions 4 and 5 regarding real property (a hearing is required prior to any sale) and Estate assets 

(no sale, etc. without a special court order) as stated in the 4.14.22 order Admitting Will to Probate 

remain in effect after the Estate is closed, possibly requiring a reopening of the estate to do either, and 

that her mother’s Joint Commission and other medical reports be ordered and/or allow Ms. Futerfas title 

and/or authority to request her mother’s medical documents, and  

that investigations are ordered into concerns Ms. Futerfas has mentioned, noting that Susanna Arias 

Morales,  Marie Paulvil, and Rebecca Butler Clark (artist, ex-acquaintance) have much information in 

these regards.     

 

Thank you again. 

Respectfully, 

 

Judith Futerfas 

Filing # 177466696 E-Filed 07/14/2023 03:37:46 PM





IN THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT 

IN MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

PROBATE DIVISION 

CASE NO. 2021-006478-CP-02 SECTION: 04 

IN RE: ESTATE OF 

CHARLOTTE ANN FUTERFAS, 

Deceased. 

_______________________________________________/ 

 

NOTICE OF FILING – Further mention of concerning items re: point 4, investigations, as stated in Petition for 

remedy in the following matters as mentioned in previous filings (Docket 116, 7.14.23, text below):  

Please refer to numerous filings regarding matters of concern that I, Judith N. Futerfas, am requesting further 

investigation of. The listing below includes, but is not inclusive of all concerns (names, dates, incidences, etc.) 

I have filed with this Court:  

Dockets: 

34, 35 - Complaints and concerns for mom’s care to Griswold Homecare regarding her aide Marie Paulvil and 

other aides; and to the Joint Commission re: Griswold, Baptist, and Children, Family Services 

38, 41-43 - My books – mostly all documentation 

44, 55 -  5 CIA OIG complaints 

45 to 50 - Letter and filings request investigations names involved (Att emails calling me Judas, American 

Legion, cards/mail Paulvil withheld from mom/failed to send, Joint Commission reports UM, Bethesda East, 

Coral Gables Police Report re: harassment by Paulvil, etc.) 

57 - Filing 24-pages  pp 5 to 24 - Joan M hacked emails from mom’s email timelining Joan’s death, Joan 

illegally held in restraints/restraint training to me from UM (University of Miami)/Joan was not imminently 

dying of anything natural (I visited her days prior to her death/knew her medical history)/Joan’s body sent to 

UM as a cadaver;  

threat by UM manager Stuart Herna;  

harassment 12.8.20 by 2 FIU and 2 MDPD officers who came to my apartment warning me not to report ex-

FIU Advisor Dr. Richard O. Flamm further;  

concerns for targeting and my name appearing on a box of protective gear (photo) in different handwriting 

and what does that RST sales rep Dan Edwards know;  

Anne Adelman, Susanna Arias Morales, Stuart Herna, Richard Flamm;  

Best Buy account fraudulently opened in my name, “coinciding” factors;   

“Coinciding”, seemingly common dates of deaths, etc.;  

Filing # 177770716 E-Filed 07/19/2023 02:07:55 PM





Strange circumstances regarding probates of family friends, I was involved with Bea Van Welde’s and there 

were unethical/illegal violations and seeming coercion involving the attorneys; 

What did Paulvil do with that video of mom’s burial? Rebecca Butler Clark with photos of a family get-

together? Why did Flamm make himself known to me at dad’s 1-yr date of death, down from Tampa, at the 

cemetery? What was Flamm doing at Pinecrest Market same date and time as Larry Schokman’s death (and 

while I was handing out my Constitutions he walked right by my table saying not a word)?; 

Car plate numbers  – people near me while I am protesting across from UM – in the heat and sun just sitting 

in cars: KPVB33 (Male and female. Day before mom died, very hot, sat w air on for quite a while), AXU45, IAI 

R13, N544707, NSV J55 (all at parking lot by US 1 overpass) and L4APS + ELVX68 (outside old apt - cars empty 

– nothing around – just a small street fronting homes with their own parking spaces – after I took these 

photos and got back to my apt. the cars were gone);  

Several men I was in communication with – including one who wanted me to work for his political party in 

Florida, another I did a radio interview with and he had wanted another – have gone silent 

81, 82 – American Legion fraud use of their insignia/name of hospitality chair (ID theft) to send me harassing 

mail appearing to come from them/coercion of Legion members/USPIS 

83 – Emails with Montgomery Township Police Best Buy account social security fraud 

97 – Emails USAO; MDC SAO – covering-up all complaints related to mom’s “care” with Griswold, Children and 

Family Services, Baptist, what the Joint Commission report stated  

98 – Emails with MDPD - re: false police report filed, other MDPD concerns facilitating targeting, Lt. Ottley’s 

role, etc. (More reports and complaints are filed with MDPD. Facilitating the cover-up of my complaints.) 

99 – Amended Petition – much information, names, date, instances, review 

100 – Emails with IG FL University System – UM has no oversight; those working with students within the FL 

University system must be vetted  

101 – Emails with FL AG, CIG  - timeline, names; “Robinsons”, others, death of Joan M 

103 – ATT emails calling me Judas 

118 – Emails with concern for tampering with Court online system, filings, dockets, etc.  

Petition Requests 7.14.23: 

The decedent’s daughter, Judith N. Futerfas respectfully requests her mother, Charlotte Futerfas’ middle 

name is corrected to Ann with this Court, and  

that provisions 4 and 5 regarding real property (a hearing is required prior to any sale) and Estate assets (no 

sale, etc. without a special court order) as stated in the 4.14.22 order Admitting Will to Probate remain in 

effect after the Estate is closed, possibly requiring a reopening of the estate to do either, and 

that her mother’s Joint Commission and other medical reports be ordered and/or allow Ms. Futerfas title 

and/or authority to request her mother’s medical documents, and  

that investigations are ordered into concerns Ms. Futerfas has mentioned, noting that Susanna Arias Morales,  

Marie Paulvil, and Rebecca Butler Clark (artist, ex-acquaintance) have much information in these regards.     
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IN THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT 

IN MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

PROBATE DIVISION 

CASE NO. 2021-006478-CP-02 SECTION: 04 

IN RE: ESTATE OF 

 CHARLOTTE ANN FUTERFAS, 

Deceased. 

_______________________________________________/ 

 

AMENDED PETITION   

Judith Futerfas respectfully requests this Court:  

(1) Amend her mother Charlotte Futerfas’ middle name to Ann with the Court,                                           

(2) Grant Judith Futerfas title and/or authority to request her mother’s medical documents, possibly as 

Personal Representative in light of the fact that most of the legal matters of this Probate have concluded, 

(3) Grant that the Court’s Order regarding the family home (preventing the sale, etc. without Court 

approval) remain in place and/or otherwise ensure that Judith Futerfas may continue to live at her family 

home as she has been and as her parent’s wished, for as long as she wishes, and                                                

(4) Grant Ms. Futerfas’ request to order an investigation into the matters outlined here and in her filings 

regarding her mother’s medical care, end-of-life, and other concerns in the filings and as detailed below. 

Some of the circumstances Ms. Futerfas has outlined seem similar to the targeting as described in the 

Targeted Justice v Garland lawsuit as well as current FBI testimony in Congress. Ms. Futerfas has 

concerns her mother and family may be/have been targets and if this Court could help to determine that 

and demand a cease and desist that would be quite important. It is apparently “rogue” FBI who list the 

targets and facilitate this crime. They seem to require a certain amount of data in these regards, prior to 

targeting and then ongoing. This “targeting” is illegal, without consent, and the data stolen. All data must 

also be returned to the owner or family.     

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Filing # 176764682 E-Filed 07/05/2023 07:53:24 PM
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7.5.23 

 

Dear Judge Eig, 

I am filing this letter for further context and information including regarding the Petition to Amend my 

mother’s middle name I recently filed. Her name is incorrect in the “Will” and with the Court. Her correct 

middle name is Ann. Dockets 88 and 72 have documents with her correct name. My father’s Will I filed 

(Docket 94) uses her middle name Ann. I know there are many more such documents – this was the 

name she commonly used.  

I have not communicated with the attorney who wrote the “Will” as this problem raises many more 

questions, and I have concerns mom signed the “Will” without truly reading or understanding it. It is a 

long, somewhat complicated document and I believe mom saw the item she was most concerned about, 

the option for me live in our home should I wish to, but likely did not read nor would have understood 

the implications of other items that might allow her (and dad’s) wishes to be undermined. Either way, it 

appears she was under duress and was not going to bring up any concerns. She had stated to me more 

recently that the home would be mine to do with as I wished. She had also recently said it was in a Trust. 

Again, I have no doubt there was undue influence at play, and mom was not going to argue with 

whatever was put before her to sign. The Trust is something both mom and dad would have liked, as 

long as it is carried out in the manner they intended, befitting of the love and concern they had for me, 

Neal, and Alan throughout our entire lives. They would be thrilled that I am in our home and that it 

remains in the family, for me and everyone who wishes, to continue to enjoy.    

I am filing an Amended Petition because there are other important matters I feel should also be 

addressed.  

This letter has detailed notations and references regarding my concerns, for your review. I will emphasize 

a few items here:  

>>>No entity has investigated any of my complaints, at least not with the intent to that Justice be served. 

I am including concerns for mom’s home and medical care, which the Joint Commission escalated to the 

highest levels (per phone call with them). I have filed with this Court the “responses” of CFS and the 

MDSAO (Dockets 34,35,97). Barbara Siegler at CFS was very concerned and was going to check on mom 

later in the week. For forty minutes or so I had told her what I have documented regarding mom’s “aide” 

Marie Paulvil and mom’s last stay at Baptist, etc. For some unknown reason another worker, “Eddie” 

took over and that next week he returned a call I had made to Ms. Siegler. He said everything looked fine 

to him (that or similar words). I have mentioned elsewhere and below that I had also filed complaints 

regarding Paulvil to the Baptist social workers. In one instance mom wanted me to speak with the nurse 

for more information but Paulvil prevented this. The SAO did not even respond in regards to the Joint 

Commission findings, which Ms. Duran stated she would have to request. (Of course I said yes, please do 

so.) She and another worker instead did all they could to deflect and obfuscate, including attack me. 

Never once was the Joint Commission report mentioned. This only raises the level of concern, because it 

appears that something serious is indeed being covered-up.  

>>>Reports regarding UM and those employees, ex-FIU advisor Dr. Richard O. Flamm, others related as 

well as other incidents of concern seem to also have been filed away. More detail on what those 
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complaints entailed and to whom I made them are outlined below. More recently I filed information 

regarding the American Legion, fraudulent mail, my stolen social security, etc. (Dockets 81-83.) The 

police in PA said the social security use was a “mistake”. (The perpetrator deliberately entered the first 

three digits of my social to make it identical.) I did file complaints with the Post Office Investigations and 

with the FTC as the FBI recommended, and am waiting to hear back. In terms of a rogue FBI agent, UM’s 

Susanna Arias  Morales’ “relative” – I have yet to hear back from the FBI. I asked to speak with a 

supervisor because of the breadth and concern of my complaints.   

>>>Regarding “targeting” and related concerning technology, I have submitted much expert testimony 

along with a recently filed lawsuit in these regards, as well as the 2011 Bioethics Commission which 

recorded hours of testimony. This technology has been in use for decades (Dockets 36, 37, 74, 75, 84, 85, 

86, 95, 96). In fact, the technology is what allowed us to know what paralyzed scientist Stephen Hawking 

was thinking in real-time, as well as what caused the “Havana Syndrome” attacks. Much information 

available about not only the US, but Russia and China also having this technology. Possibly other 

countries as well.  https://thewashingtonstandard.com/dod-admits-directed-energy-weapons-are-in-

use-eludes-to-war/  Defense Secretary Esper 1:45 "...Moscow and Beijing have turned a once peaceful 

arena into a warfighting domain. They have weaponized space through killer satellites, directed energy 

weapons, and more… 2:37 ...we are advancing critical technologies to maintain our military edge in areas 

such as hypersonic weapons, directed energy, and autonomous systems...” 

My wonderful mother was of sound mind and most certainly should have and would have spoken up 

about this incorrect middle name unless she was under some type of coercion. I believe her concern was 

for our family and she was going to do as she was “directed”, particularly by “aide” Marie Paulvil, my 

brother Alan, and regarding her Will. I believe Alan and his wife have been subjected to this undue 

influence as well. The concerns I have outlined in my documentation I believe are all related, including 

mom and dad’s circumstances of death. The Targeted Justice, Duncan, Hall, McKinney, and Bioethics 

Commission filings go into more detail on this “targeting”. There is also much more online in terms of 

neurorights, neuroethics, etc., which are now major subjects taught at many universities. Giordano 

(Docket 37) is a neuroethics professor at Georgetown University as well as a Pentagon Advisor. Here are 

a few more of the many credible links available:  

https://neurorightsfoundation.org/mission                                                                    

https://ethics.emory.edu/what-we-do/programs/neuroethics/index.html 

https://www.neuroethicssociety.org/student-committee 

https://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC9215686/                       

https://patents.google.com/patent/US3951134 method for remotely monitoring and altering brainwaves 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US6011991A/en A system and method for enabling human beings to 

communicate by way of their monitored brain activity. The brain activity of an individual is monitored 

and transmitted to a remote location (e.g. by satellite). 

What is happening in America and the World regarding this technology and the “targeting” of people is 

alarming. For further reference, Docket 87 has most of my filings (33-86) in a detailed list. A 2019 letter 

detailing very serious concerns at that point, can be seen in emails to the FL AG and CIG on 2.10.2019 

(Dockets 50 and 41 pp 109-116). These include a listing of those who have some involvement with my 

complaints, for the past several years at that time. My mother’s hacked emails timelining the murder of 
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her niece Joan (“M” for Myers) in military terms are on pg 115 of those Dockets; see also Dockets 55, 97. 

Please note that subsequent Docket numbers referenced here will be enclosed in ( ) or [ ].   

What I am basing my concerns on is my documentation – mainly incidents, names, places, dates, and 

times. Something worrisome is going on, and my complaints seem similar to those in the lawsuit 

Targeted Justice v Garland (74, 75, 84, 86) as well as what experts Duncan (36), Hall (85), McKinney (96), 

and participants at the Bioethics Commission (95) reveal.  

Current Congressional hearings regarding the FBI have revealed horrific practices including targeting. 

https://judiciary.house.gov/sites/evo-subsites/republicans-judiciary.house.gov/files/evo-media-

document/2023-05-17-fbi-whistleblower-testimony-highlights-government-abuse-misallocation-of-

resources-and-retaliation-sm.pdf                                                                                                                               

One of those testifying, Stephen Friend, was quoted in https://nypost.com/2022/09/28/30-ex-fbi-agents-

stand-up-to-support-whistleblower-who-exposed-agencys-political-bias/, “…the FBI has been 

manipulating case-file management in order to falsely inflate the threat of domestic terrorism, and using 

unconstitutional excessive force against political dissenters…”.                                                                           

Please recall the Targeted Justice lawsuit allegations (filings with this Court as well as at 

TargetedJustice.com) that the FBI is putting people who are non-terrorists (or non-suspected) on their 

secret terrorist watch list. Plaintiff arguments and proof are quite substantive. These victims -  doctors, 

lawyers, housewives, engineers, and others are also often whistleblowers and/or incorruptible.  

Reviewing also Duncan, Hall, McKinney, and the Bioethics Commission filings, the taunting and 

“coincidences” regarding events, deaths, etc., and actual illegalities and other irregularities that I report, 

many over these past years, all in documentation filed with this Court, fit the pattern of targeting. Other 

factors are also similar – reaching out to family and friends of the target in efforts to isolate and make 

destitute the main target, which I appear to be in this case. Methodology includes saying negative things 

about the target in hopes to gain cooperation of others involved in the targeting, particularly those 

getting paid. Quite often, if not always, these accusations are lies. Moreover, the receiver of this 

information, if family, probably realizes they are lies but they likely have no choice but to cooperate. 

These criminals also look to compromise everyone they can, those doing their dirty deeds and those 

they go after. Whatever may be said about a target, the evil of those behind this savagery is unmatched.   

This is what I believe the situation is in my case. My brother is under this duress unfortunately, and he 

has gone so far as to undermine my mother’s independence and autonomy to try to drive a wedge 

between me and mom – because there wasn’t one otherwise. This was actually a main stressor for 

mom. Of course that is abusive and not the right of a Personal Representative, but with targeting, as 

stated, there is not much of a choice. These actions by Alan include the incident regarding the false 

police report, calling our home whenever I was there and telling mom to tell me to leave, denying mom’s 

request for us all to get Will copies, denying that I could live there although mom asked him because she 

wanted me to (also would have helped me save quite a bit of money), leaving me off the list of 

beneficiaries in the Petition for Administration, and no doubt related, barely getting a notice in time for 

the first hearing, among many other things.  

I do also believe Alan knew the “Will” contents prior to mom’s death and that he was told that I was not 

to be allowed to live in our home. It seems that since dad passed, Alan was forced to change his attitude, 

and subsequently had no intention of letting me stay in our home. We were as close as any siblings could 

be prior. I do feel Alan is being “handled” (coerced) – nothing he would normally have any part of 
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without undue influence by nefarious individuals. There is an another outside, but related matter 

pending that Alan was also maliciously brought into, again a contrived effort to attack and diminish me, 

also deliberately putting him in a compromising position. I would not be surprised at all if rogue FBI were 

involved specifically against us – see what a University of Miami (UM) worker Arias (Susanna Arias 

Morales) told me pointedly (below) about her “FBI relative”. This was at the time she also asked me, with 

fake crying, what do “you and your brother want” in regards to a UM lawsuit. They already knew what I 

wanted – fair pay and treatment – and they also knew my brother was not my attorney and not involved 

in the case. I did not say anything in response to that question – it was clear they were playing more 

games, deflecting, manufacturing reasons to retaliate, and trying to concoct more reasons to justify their 

hate. I also figured Arias was wired at that point – more ridiculous extremes of vileness. We never spoke 

much and this “conversation” seemed too well choreographed. I have reported hacking and these more 

serious  concerns to the FBI several times, most recently in the past few months as reported to this 

Court, with no follow-up. Arias was actually let go at some point after this incident and later rehired, 

after which we were told not to speak to each other. As noted in my 24-pages (57), my attorney at that 

time told me that UM said, about me, that they, “don’t like you very much”. (More on a threat against 

me by my UM manager, Stuart Herna, below.) As I have stated as well, my brother has reported rogue 

FBI acting illegally and/or unethically regarding his legal case(s). I believe one or more were fired. I think 

it is important to know who this ”relative” of Arias’ is and what his/her role is regarding these concerns.    

It is very clear to me that mom’s “aide” Paulvil was the instigator at mom’s home. Paulvil’s “handlers” are 

no doubt UM directly or affiliated with UM. Alan also absolutely felt he had to kow-tow to Paulvil. I have 

mentioned instances of this including the Baptist post-surgery home nurse wanting me to show Paulvil 

how to take mom’s blood pressure. Paulvil complained to Alan (who was down from New York), and Alan 

berated me. Mom’s Baptist post-surgery nurses did not feel comfortable with Paulvil at all – one verbally 

expressing  concern to me. One time mom was in Baptist and she wanted me to speak to the nurse. 

Paulvil refused to give the nurse the phone. I reported this and other matters in regards to Paulvil to the 

social workers there at the time. I believe dad’s “aide” Janet Coulson also has information on these 

matters. I have mentioned that Paulvil knows a lot about this targeting and was a point person who 

reported any and all, including my brother should he not “go with the plan”. Someone also told Paulvil 

where to find me when I filed that Coral Gables Police Report (46). Paulvil and UM’s Arias (and others I 

know of) have a lot of information in these regards. I wonder who Paulvil gave her video of mom’s burial 

to? Who did Rebecca Butler Clark give her pictures to (50), (41) pp 110-125, (57) pp 16-17? Butler had 

been an acquaintance who took pictures at a family gathering.  

The timeline of a threat by MDPD and FIU Police and then increased targeting against me is in my 24pp 

(57) pg 9. I was in a position to know about illegalities and less than ethical activities at UM, and 

complained many times over the years. I reported my general concerns to the IG of the FL State 

University System (41) pp 65-67. These included allowing un-vetted outside entities to work with 

students, my concern from FIU. Also, UM seems to have little to no oversight, and apparently that is 

indeed the case. I was also threatened by my boss at the UM Tumor Registry, Stuart Herna, for 

complaining “about a lot of people” (more below). Arias, a Lead Worker at UM, pointedly told me that 

she had a “relative in the FBI”. I was subjected to much retaliation at UM while I was there, well 

documented in “Absent Due Process…” (41). It was after I left UM and continued to report ex-FIU advisor 

Dr. Richard O. Flamm, subsequent to the MDPD and FIU police “warning me” not to (57) pg 9, that a 

different type of targeting against me began.  
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I had explained the situation via emails to FIU, including the Alumni Association ([41] pp 41-49), and 

asked the FIU Board of Trustees and others in administration several times to take back my degree 

because I wanted nothing to do with Flamm. Flamm is a Tampa Fish and Wildlife employee who I did not 

know initially, nor know much about now, but have learned he seems to feel parts of the Constitution 

are negotiable, a similarity with many mentioned here that I have complaints about. Due process is not 

in their vocabulary. Far more nefarious activity, including concerns mentioned here and in my filings, on 

the parts of those I have mentioned, including those at/affiliated with UM, Flamm, Susan Markley (see 

next paragraph), Rebecca Butler Clark, Jeff Borg, etc. (see also [41] pp 109-110) seems to me a high 

probability. UM also houses the 2nd largest CIA hub and they advertise for workers by touting that they 

have operatives in many professions. Please also recall my concerns regarding the American Legion (81, 

82).  

‘In a tweet sent Wednesday, the official CIA Twitter account breathlessly told followers “CIA officers work 

as scientists, support staff, engineers, economists, linguists, mathematicians, secretaries, accountants, 

inventors, cartographers, architects, psychologists, police officers, editors, graphic designers, auto 

mechanics, historians, museum curators, & more!” ‘                                                     

https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/cia-infiltration-civic-organizations/  

As much of a concern that the FBI is regarding historical and current illegalities and investigations, 

Targeted Justice v Garland, etc., the CIA has far less “oversight” - none to speak of really. Eisenhower, 

Truman, and many since have warned of this “military-industrial complex” and it is time we heed those 

concerns. I have also reported concerns for individual military members to the DOD OIG and a City of 

Miami detective I sent information to. There is no shortage of online history and facts regarding the 

unchecked power of the military, and in particular, CIA, FBI, and NSA. I have mentioned one instance I 

know of where the CIA did UM’s bidding – boarding a plane apparently around the time of my UM 

deposition and taking an ex-boyfriend (from years prior) and his child off. They illegally do “favors” for 

each other. The CIA is not even supposed to be “operating” stateside. See this and other reports to the 

CIA OIG (44, 55). I have also sent reports to the DOJ, also without response.    

As further background, I was employed at UM from about 2005 to 2017. I was on the Miami-Dade 

County Manatee Protection Plan Review Committee (MPPRC) from about 2009 until it sunsetted, a year 

or more later. Carlos Alvarez was the Mayor then, and I believe the woman hosting the MDPPRC, Susan 

Markley, a DERM employee, was close with him. Markley is a UM PhD grad. Markley also chaired the 

MAG – Manatee Action Group where I met Flamm (down from Tampa) about 2000. Alvarez apparently 

graduated from the FBI National Academy in 1986. He later became director of the MDPD where some 

described his management style as “favoritism and retaliation”. He was recalled in 2011 in part due to his 

giving pay raises for upper echelon County employees. Carlos Gimenez became Mayor in 2011 and 

served beyond my illegal firing from UM. (See this HHS OIG complaint [41] pp 84-89.)  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carlos_%C3%81lvarez_(American_politician)  

https://www.floridadems.org/2020/01/16/miami-dade-workers-rally-against-a-corrupt-carlos-gimenez-

congressional-run/ 

Regarding this UM firing, I reported a threat by my manager Stuart Herna in response to a good 

evaluation and approximately $10,000 raise (41) pg 77 and was fired within 2 weeks, after 12 years 

there. Herna had stated that I had, “complained about a lot of people”. I filed a City of Miami Police 

Report (160425-124182) regarding Herna and this threat. I did also report to the State and Joint 
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Commission that Arias gave instructions to falsify cancer data (Herna was in the room), along with the 

threat from Herna (see “Absent Due Process… “ [41] pg 121 for a copy of the Joint Commission report). 

Yes, I did name names, contrary to Herna’s statement to me that “We don’t do that here” (or similar), 

after noting that I had done so. The retaliation against me escalated after the State completed its 

“investigation” of my cancer data complaints (41) pp 56-64.  When I was on the MPPRC I reported during 

one of our public meetings that there were people on the Committee who would be benefiting from 

their votes, such as landowners voting on boat dock requirements, etc. Nothing changed, and everyone 

voted on everything, but I have the feeling several were upset I brought that up.  

If you recall as well from my filings, Flamm was at my father’s cemetery (from Tampa) on dad’s 1-yr date 

of death. I filed MDPD police report PD200131-039119 on 1.31.20 in that regard. That was the second 

incident that he made himself deliberately known to me – coming here from Tampa. The other I have 

reported was when I was handing out Constitutions at Pinecrest Market. He was doing something on his 

smart phone – stood right in my line of sight, not too far away, then walked right past my table, not 

saying a word. That was the same day, right around the same time, that beloved gardener Larry 

Schokman died of a heart attack in his yard in the nearby Pinecrest/Grove area. Larry was well known in 

the community. I was reporting my concerns to a City of Miami police detective by then and reported 

this to him as well.  

There certainly appears to be collusion among the several entities I have mentioned. The corruption and 

unethical behavior at UM was pervasive. Even workers in their Compliance Department (at UMH/UM 

Hospital) told me that no one wanted to be in charge there as they would have to alter the data as 

requested. As mentioned, I did report Arias, whom Anne Adelman appeared to be buddies with (41) pg 

121. I have reported Anne Adelman in my documentation as I have no doubt she is involved in my 

complaints. Adelman also worked at UM’s Tumor Registry. She caused multiple arguments with 

everyone, and once slammed her fist on my desk. She was elderly (80s then), very wealthy, and let 

everyone know she was from up north, mentioning Yale more than a few times. She was apparently 

having an affair with an older, married MD administrator at UM’s Sylvester Cancer Center where I 

worked initially. In 2008 when Cedars was purchased (now UMH), a few of us moved to offices there. I 

have mentioned previously that Adelman said the only reason she continued to work at UM (after 

decades) is because she said they would pay for her funeral. (Who did Paulvil give her tapes of mom’s 

burial to?) I suppose UM hoped Adelman would leave them lots of money? Adelman told me to “go to 

Temple” a few times and to “cut my hair” once. I respect Judaism and the good in all religions, but 

religion truly is a source of much strife. Adelman seemed to be a fanatical Jew, believing that Jews and 

Israel could do no wrong regardless of the situation. I feel like that kind of blind obedience is quite 

dangerous – for Jews, Muslims and all groups. This never came up in conversation, but I certainly did not 

care to speak about religion as much as she did. I do not think Anne Adelman’s name being used as my 

mother’s middle name was just a coincidence, any more than I believe it of Flamm’s appearance at 

Pinecrest that date and time of Larry Schokman’s death, and when mom and I visited dad, at the 

Miami cemetery, at dad’s 1-yr. date of passing. Nor do I think my mother and father died naturally, as 

discussed in other filings.  

The retaliation and my reporting has continued, because I believe that neither attempts to silence, nor 

these horrific unconstitutionalities that are no doubt associated with our trusted institutions, should 

exist. It would appear that religion may be a part of this retaliation. Besides the Jews involved that I have 

named here, including Flamm, Markley, Borg, Adelman, and others above Herna at UM, see ATT emails 
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calling me “Judas” (41) pg 104 as well as my books “Good Jews…” (38) and “Humanity’s Abyss…” (42). As 

a Jew who knows the goodness of Jews, it is a disgrace that any Jew would be involved in perpetrating 

such actions. A Shonda of immense proportions. Very dangerous when religion is used to undermine law 

and order – I think we’ve seen that as well with another of the major religions… A vile hubris. A savage 

arrogance.  

While and since working at UM I have been subjected to taunts, threats, and harassment. Most recently 

someone put the first three digits of my social together with theirs and then used my complete social to 

fraudulently open a Best Buy account. This was deemed a “mistake” by the PA police (83). There were 

other deliberately “coinciding” factors including amounts of that purchase, dates, etc. The “incidents” 

regarding the American Legion are similar type taunts regarding dates and include impersonating 

someone in the Legion (81, 82). Medical circumstances and certain deaths since working at UM, 

including of Dr. James Cosmides, Robert V. Shea, and Joyce Wells, have always concerned me. Many of 

these deaths and other taunts I have mentioned are related to certain dates, numbers (phone numbers 

one cannot call in on, times/dates of calls/emails/mail, etc. related to birthdates, etc. of those close to 

me, other dates on “Legion” mail, etc.). More names and details in these regards can be seen in my 24-

pages (57), CIA OIG complaints (44, 55), and in “High-Level Lethality…” (43).  

There is much online about deliberate medical deaths for numerous reasons – hate, money, cadavers, 

etc. The murder of my cousin Joan M is detailed several places, (24-pages [57]  pp 5-6, “Absent Due 

Process…” [41]  pp 111-129, and emails SAO, USAO [97] pp 11, 14), including the transfer of her cadaver 

from Bethesda East to UM. Joan was not imminently dying of anything. I visited her because of concern 

for her safety. I also wrote then President Obama about my concern, Certified 70160910000144315112 

received Monday. 8.15.16, without any response. Joan was up and about and couldn’t wait to go home. 

She died within the week. Joan’s next-of-kin had believed the doctor when he told her Joan was 

imminently dying, and they agreed to this MD’s cadaver request (although Joan’s parents had bought her 

a gravesite years prior). Joan had been going to UM/Jackson for follow-up of a chronic illness. She was 

poor, making her an even easier target and victim for this barbarity. They do not like to lose money on 

patients who cannot pay, but Joan was not that sick, however, cadavers are hard to come by. They may 

have even caused the “weakness” that preceded her hospital admission. (I also have those concerns for 

mom’s sudden “worsening” of her valve, requiring surgery. The medical-industrial loves well-insured 

patients.) These perpetrators are absolutely this evil. I do believe UM kills for cadavers, among other 

things. I believe eugenics and depopulation are factors for some at UM as well as other institutions.  

Joan was also illegally restrained while in Bethesda East, something I did not realize until UM sent me a 

restraint training during our yearly training a few months after Joan was killed (97) pp 11, 14. I did not 

have patient contact and this training was never mandated for me. Joan’s demise was also time-lined in 

military terms via my mother’s hacked email (41) pg 115. Paul Adie of the Secret Service was quite 

helpful regarding these emails – he explained that they were hacked (from mom’s email) and not 

phished. Were mom’s “aides” letting nefarious actors (or anyone) in the house mom did not know about, 

and/or were her “aides” doing such things themselves? I had also written Gov. Scott and Rubio of my 

concerns, including for Joan’s safety, to no avail. UM is absolutely involved, sees all of this as a “game” 

they know has thus far had no consequences, and finds much amusement in causing tragedy and hurt 

for others. Many there are kind, but those from UM and others I’ve mentioned were and are truly evil.  
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One must admit that at a minimum, the totality of my concerns thus far are concerning. No entity should 

be protected for illegal acts, but I have reported multiple times to oversight institutions. It appears 

powers that be feel these perpetrators are more important than the victims, alive and dead. My request 

for my mother’s Joint Commission documents was recently again met with deflection and obfuscation, 

this time by the State Attorney’s office (97). They may have received them, but I should be assisted in my 

desire for the truth, not stifled. I know that the Joint Commission report is bad news, I was told mom’s 

case was escalated to the highest levels. This appears to be an ongoing cover-up in these regards starting 

with CFS, otherwise why continue to deflect, and not share the notes? It appears all of my concerns, 

some mentioned above, continue to be silenced, including by MDPD (98) as well.  

In light of these overall concerns, I am amending my petition to not only request (1) the change of my 

mother’s middle name to Ann, but also (2) to request for the title and/or authority to secure my 

mother’s medical documents, possibly become my mother’s Representative, (3) that the Court ensures I 

can stay in our home for as long as I want to, and (4) that the Court ensures that an investigation is 

opened into my concerns for my mother’s care as I reported to CFS, the Joint Commission, and concerns 

as I have outlined here and in my multiple submissions.  

Thank you. 

 

Respectfully, 

Judith Futerfas 





 



IN THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT 

IN MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

PROBATE DIVISION 

CASE NO. 2021-006478-CP-02 SECTION 04 

IN RE: ESTATE OF CHARLOTTE ANN FUTERFAS, 

Deceased. 

________________________________________________/ 

NOTICE OF FILING – Email to Judges Sayfie and Colody   7.17.23  
 
Judith Futerfas 

 
From: Aponte, Keyla W. <kaponte@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2023 2:36 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; Sanders, Nekeisha 
<nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Judges Sayfie, Colodny Fw: Follow-up Re: CourtMap update Re: Status of my ER motion 
Time is of The Essence Fw: Status ER motion 2021-006478-CP-02 Re: Scheduling a hearing 

  

Good afternoon, your email has been received, thank you 
  
  

 

Keyla Aponte 

Judicial Assistant to the Honorable 
CHIEF JUDGE NUSHIN G. SAYFIE 
Lawson E. Thomas Courthouse Center 
175 NW 1st Ave, Suite 3045 
Miami, FL 33128 
Phone: 305-349-5720 
Email: kaponte@jud11.flcourts.org 

  
  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Monday, July 17, 2023 2:03 PM 
To: Aponte, Keyla W. <kaponte@jud11.flcourts.org>; Sanders, Nekeisha <nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Judges Sayfie, Colodny Fw: Follow-up Re: CourtMap update Re: Status of my ER motion Time is 
of The Essence Fw: Status ER motion 2021-006478-CP-02 Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

  
Dear Ms. Aponte, 

mailto:kaponte@jud11.flcourts.org


 My email as we just spoke about. Please ensure Judges Sayfie and Colodny receive as soon as possible. 
Thank you: 
  
Update: On Friday 7.14.23 I saved a copy of the granting of the second Motion by my brother to extend 
the time to close the Estate. I saved two copies to my hard-drive, with similar but different names, both 
now gone. It was because this was granted that I scheduled two hearings in CourtMap - the only 
available prior to/including the 30 days - 8.10 and 8.15.23.     
  
I will also inform this Court that my ER motions have "disappeared" without response (two to extend 
date of Estate Closure and one requesting Judge Eig recuse himself). See emails below. In checking the 
Motion granting my brother's extension, it now says denied. I certainly can make mistakes - but for my 
saved files to disappear and to enter my request for hearings - I am quite sure this was initially 
approved. It was not an unreasonable request including the time - 30 days. Replacing a document is not 
difficult for skilled IT hackers - they have gone into my bank, emails, etc. previously. Moreover, for some 
reason that "denial" is still pending in the Docket.  
  
I am requesting these concerns go to Judges Sayfie and Colodny as they are highly concerning. As 
mentioned, my computer has been hacked, and having documents "disappear" - well, Judge Eig should 
have recused himself, particularly after he was informed of this and did nothing. He should recuse 
himself now. Please see my information below and requests in my petition attached - these are quite 
concerning - with back-up documentation in Dockets 99 and 53/57. This matter needs to be heard under 
a different Judge. My mother deserves her correct name be entered with the Court, that our home 
remains in the family for me and all to continue to love and use, my mother's medical care investigation 
by the Joint Commission brought to light, and other serious concerns I mention investigated.  
  
In the interest of ethics, due process, fairness, and justice, please assign another Judge to hear these 
material and substantive concerns I have tried to bring to light.  Judith Futerfas  305-221-3967, 786-585-
4769 
  
  
Initial letter: 
  
If you would please make Judge Sayfie aware of my very serious complaints regarding Judge Eig I would 
be most appreciative. I am not an attorney but my brother is, and he has chosen to make mom's 
probate adversarial. This is quite unusual for him in regards to our family, but I have substantive reason 
to feel he is compromised. I go into much detail in these regards and further concerns in my filed 7.5.23 
Petition. I also have much submitted to the Docket as referenced in this filing (Docket 99). For a number 
of reasons, I also have concerns for the integrity of the Will, including the fact that mom signed it 
knowing full well her middle name was spelled wrong. I initially thought it was a spelling that she never 
used (she used Ann most of her life) - and confirmed this later after I went through documents and 
submitted them. Mom had NEVER used this middle name that is in the "Will" and now with the Court. I 
have asked that it be changed with the Court. I have two possible hearing dates in August to discuss my 
concerns in the Petition filed Friday 7.14.23 (attached) - without response from my brother.  
  
I have also been deliberately "kept in the dark"; for example, given less than a day's notice for the first 
hearing on 4.14.22. In terms of information, Judge Eig's assistant is as rude as she could be and often 
does not respond to my few emails and calls. She complains of the most basic, procedural assistance I 
might request - questions anyone would have, not specific to any case. In appreciation to Judge Eig, he 



did admonish the other side over the untimely notice of that first hearing and got their assurance that 
would not happen again. At that 4.14.22 hearing I did also tell the Court that I did not think my brother 
should be mom's Representative. I stated that he was (is) compromised and had emailed the Court that 
morning concerns for mom's care and undue influence. I had initially asked for a later hearing in order to 
have some type of preparation, but we did meet that day via Zoom. I noted that mom had a sister and at 
least two long-time friends that might step in as Representative. I was not quite sure about the provision 
for our family home, in terms of how much freedom Alan (my brother) had/has to sell it. It seems now 
like he might be able to under any circumstances, but mom and dad both wanted the home to stay in 
the family and would love that I am here. That is the priority, and Alan should abide by it as long as I 
want to live here and pay the bills - or he should not have accepted the role of Personal Representative. 
So, those apparent undermining clauses regarding his authorities are quite concerning to me as well. I 
am sure my mother did not even realize they were there - this is a long, complicated document for any 
non-lawyer. If she did, as with her middle name, she was too scared to say anything. Judge Eig also did 
put a "no home sale" stipulation in the 4.14.22 order, and I wanted to ask him to continue that, if it 
doesn't automatically. 
  
When I finished this Petition dated 7.5.23, there were no open hearing spots prior to the initial estate 
close date of 7.14.23, last Friday. I sent two ER requests to Judge Eig to extend the date of closing but 
they both "disappeared". This was confirmed by CourtMap and then I learned how to find the pending 
orders and saw for myself. Judge Colodny did send Judge Eig a letter to that effect after the first ER 
motion had "disappeared" - but he did nothing in response.  
  
To me, this is shocking. I am doing my best to inform the Court about our family with my 
documentation, as well as communicate my concerns. It seems I am doing so correctly, and I have not 
heard otherwise. So, this attempt to undermine my efforts is quite alarming. I will stand of for mom and 
dad's wishes regardless.  
  
I already saw that I really have no recourse in terms of a complaint against Judge Eig, so I am wondering 
if you would do what is in your power - replace him in this case perhaps? His role is not to take sides, but 
what am I supposed to think when all my valid, substantive requests are ignored? I want my concerns 
heard before a Judge, please advise how to ensure this. There are four points I listed in several of my 
filings, last on 7.14.23 (attached). They are all quite important - my mother's correct name, upholding 
my parents' wishes for their home, acquiring medical documents that seem to be being covered-up, and 
more about the seeming retaliation that has been transpiring, including against my mother and 
brother... These are important matters and unfortunately, it seems my brother, uncharacteristically, 
couldn't care less. I have even suggested I be named Trustee. Alan does not live down here, hasn't for 
decades - I am the one here all these years with mom and dad. They were wonderful, kind people. We 
are so fortunate to have had them as parents. 
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
786-585-4769 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2023 2:25 AM 

mailto:info@ourconstitution.info
mailto:info@ourconstitution.info


To: nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org <nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Fw: Follow-up Re: CourtMap update Re: Status of my ER motion Time is of The Essence Fw: 
Status ER motion 2021-006478-CP-02 Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  
NikKi - I am enclosing my Petition. Judge Eig has recently seen this - I suppose. It was filed with the ER 
Motions. I wish I had gotten this together sooner, but this has all been a learning process while grieving 
for mom. I have filed substantive information in the last couple of months and this petition took a bit 
longer than I hoped. There were no open days prior til today for a hearing although I guess they could 
have put 15 mins in there somewhere.  
  
You will see from this Petition (if you read it) - but I will tell you the concerns I convey are extremely 
serious - and frankly, appear they would be very concerning if the Court does not address them. I am 
sorry I took longer than hoped - but justice has no time limit. Someone is trying to just "delete" my 
attempts to bring all this information forward - is the Judge deleting my ER Motions? I doubt it is him. 
His assistant would be my guess. What I convey here is horrid - some criminal - and definitely leads one 
to assume that the Will was signed under duress and undue influence.  
  
It is never too late to do the right thing and I would like a Judge to schedule a hearing. Judge Eig clearly 
seems compromised - deleting Motions we know he now knows about? Not even denying them? Maybe 
because he ethically could not deny them... There are people who do NOT want any of this getting out - 
and they will do anything to stop me from remaining in my home and have the Judge investigate some 
of these concerns. The MDPD police lied on a report in collusion with my brother (in a filing)!!  The 
whole basis of the police report was a lie (that me and mom were arguing) - it's on tape that we were 
not!! Someone told Alan and those cops to set this up. Much worse even. The circumstances of mom's 
death are being covered-up - clearly with CFS, SAO - docketed information - no one wants me to get to 
the truth!!  
  
Please pass this to your Judge or at least the seriousness of my complaints - ethically they cannot be 
denied or ignored. I would like someone to intervene and delay the closing of the estate until the truth 
can all be known. What other ethical options are there? I'm willing to agree to anything as long as my 
concerns and the truth can come out.    
  
Thank you again Nikki, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
786-585-4769 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2023 7:21 PM 
To: nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org <nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Fw: Follow-up Re: CourtMap update Re: Status of my ER motion Time is of The Essence Fw: 
Status ER motion 2021-006478-CP-02 Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

mailto:nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org
mailto:nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org
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Hi Nikki - Well it appears that my second pending ER motion for a time extension to close the Estate is 
now missing. I received no response. I feel there is some undue influence and have documented as 
much in my filings. There are high-level hackers that have gone into my bank account, etc. A Court 
would be no problem for them. Can I petition Judge Colodny or another Judge to review my concerns? 
What are my options?   
  
I know Judge Eig is aware (at least of the first incident) and feel he is under undue influence. What other 
reason? My requests are important and very reasonable, prudent actually - my mother's middle name is 
wrong with the Court and Will. I have said that several times to my brother and the Court via filings, my 
brother having the responsibility to change it and he did nothing. I did not think I had any say in the 
matter and that the Court was aware of my concerns. I was also hindered by Wong at every step to try 
to get general assistance not specific to this case. Also, the circumstances of mom's death are being 
covered-up as well, and there are other concerning matters documented in my filings. My brother has 
had the ability and responsibility to order her records, change her middle name to the correct one, and 
he has not. He is clearly under coercion because this is not the brother I grew up with and it is 
disgraceful behavior. This is not who he is. I doubt ignoring such a motion is not who Judge Eig is either.   
  
I am doing my best while learning to deal with this system. Wong I am sure was supposed to tell the 
Judge of concerning filings and she no doubt said not a word about any of mine. I had assumed the 
Judge knew. I knew nothing and know not much more now about legal filings, etc. Please let me know 
my options for being heard prior to the closing of this Estate. Please forward this email to Judge 
Colodny, perhaps she will want to send it too to Judge Eig.  
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
786-585-4769 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2023 4:29 PM 
To: Sanders, Nekeisha <nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Follow-up Re: CourtMap update Re: Status of my ER motion Time is of The Essence Fw: Status 
ER motion 2021-006478-CP-02 Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Thanks again Nikki. I just refiled that ER motion (see pic of the pending tab in att). I already have 
concerns for outside/undue coercion/influence regarding my mom and brother. I have details in these 
regards documented in my Amended Petition included again with this filing. I do believe that Ms. Wong 
has been subjected to undue influence. She couldn't be less helpful if she tried. Also, blatantly not 
responding to calls and emails? Very concerning of course is my ER Motion disappearing. I will update 
you what happens with this one, but it has crossed my mind that another Judge may be better suited? 
Judge Eig was very nice the one hearing I had with him, but he is now part of this concern as I dd not 
hear back from him (via his JA) subsequent to my emails forwarded from Judge Colodny to him earlier 
today. Maybe he will hopefully resolve this now.    
  
Thank you so much again, 

mailto:info@ourconstitution.info
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Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
786-585-4769 

 
From: Sanders, Nekeisha <nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2023 10:07 AM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: CourtMap update Re: Status of my ER motion Time is of The Essence Fw: Status ER motion 
2021-006478-CP-02 Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

Good morning, 
  
You email has been sent to Judge Eig's office. 
  
If you have any questions or concerns pertaining to this email, do not hesitate to contact me. 
  
Thank you in advance, 

Nikki Sanders 

Nikki Sanders 
Judicial Assistant to the 
Honorable Yvonne Colodny 
Administrative Judge 
Probate Division 05 
Circuit Court Judge, 11th Judicial Circuit 
Dade County Courthouse 
73 West Flagler St., Rm. 310 
Miami, Florida   33130 
Office:  (305) 349-7117 
E-mail: nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org 
Section Preferences: https://www.jud11.flcourts.org/Judge-Details?judgeid=899&sectionid=32 
  

 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2023 10:02 AM 
To: Sanders, Nekeisha <nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: CourtMap update Re: Status of my ER motion Time is of The Essence Fw: Status ER motion 
2021-006478-CP-02 Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

Hi Niki, 
  
I have still not heard back from Ms. Wong. Latest update from CourtMap:  
  
  

mailto:nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org
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From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2023 9:54 AM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: PLEASE RESPOND Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
It’s no longer Pending. You will need to check with judge’s office if you did not receive any response. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 13, 2023 9:46 AM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: PLEASE RESPOND Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and 
know the content is safe. 

2021-006478-CP-02   Charlotte Futerfas 
  

  
Judith Futerfas 
786-585-4769 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2023 9:43 AM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: PLEASE RESPOND Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
Don’t see it pending anymore. What’s the case number? 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 13, 2023 9:29 AM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: PLEASE RESPOND Re: Scheduling a hearing 
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EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and 
know the content is safe. 

You see it is pending? Can you take a screen shot and send?   
  
Where do I see this pending in CourtMap? 
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Thursday, July 13, 2023 7:14 AM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: PLEASE RESPOND Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
As stated earlier I don’t recall if you receive notification, but the emergency motion was received 
correctly and is Pending in front of Judge Eig. 
  
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 
 

 

My email to you from yesterday: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------- 

 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2023 4:58 PM 
To: nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org <nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Status of my ER motion Time is of The Essence Fw: Status ER motion 2021-006478-CP-02 Re: 
Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hi Niki-  
  
Thank you for your assistance. I have not heard back from Ms. Wong regarding a recent phone call and 
the email highlighted yellow below. I have also not heard back from her after other phone calls and 
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emails. I filed an emergency motion to extend the time to close the Estate via CourtMap on 7.7.23. The 
motion was accepted and pending (see email from CourtMap below and copied here).   
  
---------- 
"From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 7, 2023 1:00 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
OK I checked and saw the emergency motion Pending for Judge Eig. I don’t recall if you receive an email 
receipt for emergency motions." 
-------- 
  
I am having trouble finding a status update on CourtMap and need to know this. The Estate Closing date 
is 7.14.23 but I have substantive reason for concern regarding the Will that I did also send to Judge Eig in 
the Emergency filing. There are very serious questions about my mom being under duress, coercion, and 
not fully understanding the "Will". For one, she knew full well her correct name but signed it with a 
different middle name. I am also questioning the terms and conditions and sent a detailed document to 
Judge Eig in these regards.  
  
It seems Ms. Wong has other agendas and I am requesting to have this concern seen by a Judge as soon 
as possible since Time is of the Essence. I want to know this status, and certainly my motion 
"disappearing" would be alarming to us all.  
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
786-585-4769 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2023 3:16 PM 
To: yvarelawong@jud11.flcourts.org <yvarelawong@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Status ER motion 2021-006478-CP-02 Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Dear Ms. Wong, 
  
What is the status of my emergency motion filed 7.7.23 to Extend the Time to Close the Estate 2021-
006478-CP-02?  
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
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786-585-4769 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2023 2:45 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
You need to contact the judge’s office for status. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 12, 2023 2:40 PM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

Do you see a status of my emergency motion from July 7th, last Friday?  
  
Thank you again, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
786-585-4769 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 7, 2023 2:16 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
No via our courtMAP system. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 
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From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 7, 2023 2:15 PM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

Thank you. I guess that means he gets an automatic email or other notification.  
  
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 7, 2023 2:13 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
As stated earlier - you motion is Pending for Judge Eig via courtMAP. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 7, 2023 2:11 PM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

So, this goes right to the Judge? The Judge gets a message he has such a motion - via email or what? 
Thanks!! 
  

  
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 7, 2023 1:47 PM 
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To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
I’m in Florida. Judge will respond with next steps. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 7, 2023 1:44 PM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

Are you in Georgia? What is the rule there? Thanks for your help!!   
  
Can you tell me what the next steps are regarding my emergency motion - does it go right to the Judge?  
  
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 7, 2023 1:12 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
I do not know what the law is about a judge responding to an emergency motion in Florida. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 7, 2023 1:07 PM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
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EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

Thank you. I believe the Judge is required to respond within 48 hours?  
  
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 7, 2023 1:00 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
OK I checked and saw the emergency motion Pending for Judge Eig. I don’t recall if you receive an email 
receipt for emergency motions. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 7, 2023 12:40 PM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

Thank you. I just field an emergency motion via CourtMap. Do I get an email receipt?  
  
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 7, 2023 12:21 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
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I cannot advise you if you need a hearing or not. Usually when you submit an emergency motion the 
judge will let you know if you need to schedule a hearing. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 7, 2023 12:01 PM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

I am filing an emergency motion to extend time to close estate via CourtMap - do I have to schedule a 
hearing - I really do not need one - what is the category for the Judge to only respond (without a 
hearing)??    
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 7, 2023 10:14 AM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
Motion Calendar and Special Sets are types of hearings. 
  
This email is for technical support. If you have questions about your case you need to contact the 
judge’s office. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 7, 2023 9:43 AM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
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EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

Thank you. Yes. I asked for an extension of the other proceeding so that this could be scheduled 
beforehand.  
  
What goes under the Motion Calendar vs. Special Sets?  
  
I submitted a Motion to Extend Time yesterday which has been accepted. Do I have to do anything else? 
Will the Judge automatically see that?  
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Friday, July 7, 2023 6:50 AM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
We checked and do not see any availability for Motion Calendar or Special Sets until the week of July 
17th. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 6, 2023 5:07 PM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

This was a response from the Judge's assistant below. I do not see anything open until the week after 
next. We have a deadline of the 14th when the closing was extended to. Am I looking at the correct tab 
(special sets)?  
  

  
"From: Varela Wong, Yanet <yvarelawong@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Thursday, July 6, 2023 4:19 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Cc: Alan Futerfas <alanfuterfas@gmail.com>; Lian de la Riva 
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<ldelariva@mrthlaw.com>; barbc122@gmail.com <barbc122@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: CourtMap 

  

The calendar is open and available for hearing date selection through mid-August.  Dates 

which appear are the available dates. All parties must coordinate the hearing date and set 

all pending matters together in one hearing slot." 

 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Thursday, July 6, 2023 3:09 PM 
To: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  
I had looked at a tutorial and it picked motion. I just decided to try special sets and I do see there are 
options to schedule but not until after the 14th. I will email his assistant.  
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Thursday, July 6, 2023 3:04 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: RE: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
After you select Judge Eig you need to select the type of hearing you’re trying to schedule. 
  

 
  
Link to video tutorials: https://www.jud11.flcourts.org/Programs-and-Services/Online-
Services/courtMAP/courtMAP-Video-Tutorials 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: July 6, 2023 3:01 PM 
To: CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
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Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Scheduling a hearing 
  

EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open any attachments unless you trust the sender and know 
the content is safe. 

I do not know that that is the problem. This is my first time trying to schedule and perhaps I did 
something wrong. It seems strange there is nothing on the page but the date and white space, this and 
next week. I did not go beyond that.   
  
Thank you, 
Judy 

  
Judith Futerfas 
786-585-4769 
info@ourconstitution.info 
  

 
From: CMAP-No-Reply <CMAP-No-Reply@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Sent: Thursday, July 6, 2023 2:55 PM 
To: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info>; CMAPHelp <CMAPHelp@jud11.flcourts.org> 
Subject: Scheduling a hearing 
  
Hello, 
  
If you cannot find availability to schedule a hearing you need to contact the judges’ office. 
  

courtMAP 

Tech Support 
Court Management and Access Platform 
Court Information Technology Services (CITeS) 

  
  
From: Judith Futerfas 
E-mail: cmaphelp@jud11.flcourts.org 
Phone Number: 7865854769 
Reason for Email: Technical Problem 
Subject: Scheduling a hearing 
Message: 
I submitted my Amended Petition last night. I logged into CourtMap, chose Judge Eig's name, but the 
calendar dates remain white, with no options for any times. I need to schedule a hearing by the 14th. 
Thank you, Judy PS: My email is info@ourconstitution.info but it says invalid in space above, so I used 
cmaphelp (which I also emailed but not sure of response time). 
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IN THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT 

IN MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

PROBATE DIVISION 

CASE NO. 2021-006478-CP-02 SECTION 04 

IN RE: ESTATE OF CHARLOTTE ANN FUTERFAS, 

Deceased. 

________________________________________________/ 

 

NOTICE OF FILING - ER Motion Requesting Judge Eig recuse himself from this case 

Filing # 177428084 E-Filed 07/14/2023 11:40:31 AM





IN THE ELEVENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT 

IN MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA 

PROBATE DIVISION 

CASE NO. 2021-006478-CP-02 SECTION: 04 

IN RE: ESTATE OF 

CHARLOTTE ANN FUTERFAS, 

Deceased. 

_______________________________________________/ 

NOTICE OF FILING – Response to Docket 123 – Order of Distribution 
 
I, Judith N. Futerfas, am not an attorney. Please see my excerpts from Petition for Remedy (116) and 
Initial and Follow-up Response to the 7.19.20 hearing (124, 125) below. Also see Docket (126) two pages 
detailing points of concern regarding final point (forth, investigations requested, Docket 116). These 
filings along with concerns for “disappeared” submissions (three ER Motions) were also sent to Judges 
Sayfie and Colodny (110, 113, 118).  
 
It appears my mother’s name is NOT going to be corrected with the Court (see below). Also, that the 
cover-up of my concerns – substantive, with names, dates, descriptions, will continue without 
investigation, or any of substance, including by this Court and MDPD. My mother’s medical records – 
which the Joint Commission escalated to the “highest level” of concern are being covered-up as well. The 
information from the Joint Commission was presented to this Court, the Miami-Dade State Attorney, and 
US Attorney. Baptist Hospital, Children and Family Services, and Griswold Homecare (“aide” Marie 
Paulvil) are named in these complaints. 
 
Please note that, from below, “…I could not hear the hearing well and Judge Eig did not address some of 
the items on my Petition. He muted me for the vast majority and I could not respond to all that the other 
party stated…” So, despite Judge Eig’s comment in his Order that I, “did not object to the distribution” at 
the hearing yesterday (7.19.23), I did not realize I could have. He did not ask if I agreed with that 
specifically, however, he did ask about sharing the taxes. Despite Judge Eig’s statement that my “only 
request” was that, “her relatives…help her pay the property taxes”, that was the only question he asked 
me in regards to his Order. (He did ask my relation to my mother.) I could not hear well, was muted most 
of the time, and could not “raise my hand”. I did not fully understand the point of the proceedings, and if 
there was a matter I could have made an objection to, or offered an opinion about, I was not made 
aware of it, which I also should have been. 
 
One can see in point two (116) below the level of concern I have repeatedly conveyed regarding my 
brother’s actual intentions, regardless of my mother’s wishes. I even requested to be made Trustee since 
my brother did not seem interested in communicating with me despite numerous emails to him, nor did 
he seem concerned with mom’s medical care or correct name with the Court. I have noted these same 
concerns in many of my filings with this Court. I also meant to include in my responses below that 
despite Alan’s attorney Lian’s statements at least twice that she has spoken with me, she absolutely has 
not. She has stated that she told me not to drive the car and at the hearing yesterday also stated that 
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she had spoken with me. This is untrue. The only times I was on the phone with her was when I had 
trouble at each hearing connecting via Zoom. At the first hearing I recall she told me to stay on the line. 
Yesterday she said she was also waiting. That is the totality of my “communication” with her.    
 
   
(116) 
The decedent’s daughter, Judith N. Futerfas respectfully requests her mother, Charlotte Futerfas’ middle 
name is corrected to Ann with this Court, and  
 
that provisions 4 and 5 regarding real property (a hearing is required prior to any sale) and Estate assets 
(no sale, etc. without a special court order) as stated in the 4.14.22 order Admitting Will to Probate 
remain in effect after the Estate is closed, possibly requiring a reopening of the estate to do either, and  
 
that her mother’s Joint Commission and other medical reports be ordered and/or allow Ms. Futerfas title 
and/or authority to request her mother’s medical documents, and  
 
that investigations are ordered into concerns Ms. Futerfas has mentioned, noting that Susanna Arias 
Morales, Marie Paulvil, and Rebecca Butler Clark (artist, ex-acquaintance) have much information in 
these regards. 
 
(124, 125) 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 19, 2023 4:52 PM 
To: KAPONTE@jud11.flcourts.org <KAPONTE@jud11.flcourts.org>; nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org 
<nsanders@jud11.flcourts.org>; yvarelawong@jud11.flcourts.org <yvarelawong@jud11.flcourts.org>; 
Alan Futerfas <alanfuterfas@gmail.com>; Lian de la Riva <ldelariva@mrthlaw.com>; 
barbc122@gmail.com <barbc122@gmail.com> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Response to hearing Fw: Filing - more detail request for investigations Re: SERVICE OF COURT 
DOCUMENT CASE NUMBER 132021CP006478000002 IN RE: Futerfas, Charlotte Anne 

  

Please see just below for my initial response to this "hearing". Please send this to your Judges with the 
attachment. Also (and Ms. Wong please also convey to Judge Eig), my brother made a further comment 
questioning the shape of the home. He knows very well that I had it recently inspected and that filing of 
it's passing - in very good condition as was told to me and photos show, is Docket 70. ALL of this 
information has all been filed, with docket numbers, previously. 
 
Thank you, 
Judy 
 
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 19, 2023 4:18 PM 
To: yvarelawong@jud11.flcourts.org <yvarelawong@jud11.flcourts.org>; Lian de la Riva 
<ldelariva@mrthlaw.com>; Alan Futerfas <alanfuterfas@gmail.com>; barbc122@gmail.com 
<barbc122@gmail.com> 





Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Re: Filing - more detail request for investigations Re: SERVICE OF COURT DOCUMENT CASE 
NUMBER 132021CP006478000002 IN RE: Futerfas, Charlotte Anne 

  

Dear Ms. Wong,  
 
Please advise Judge Eig of the documents that I filed Dockets 88, 89 showing mom NEVER used the 
name Anne, including on her birth certificate. She DID use Ann on her marriage certificate, our birth 
certificates, and all other documents I know of besides her birth certificate and passport (Anna). I could 
not hear the hearing well and Judge Eig did not address some of the items on my Petition. He muted me 
for the vast majority and I could not respond to all that the other party stated. I corrected the 
disparaging remarks about my concerns, noting they all include dates, times, names, etc. He did not 
address accessing mom's medical records.   
 
Thank you, 
Judy 
 
Judith Futerfas 
info@ourconstitution.info 

 
From: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 19, 2023 2:22 PM 
To: yvarelawong@jud11.flcourts.org <yvarelawong@jud11.flcourts.org>; Lian de la Riva 
<ldelariva@mrthlaw.com>; Alan Futerfas <alanfuterfas@gmail.com>; barbc122@gmail.com 
<barbc122@gmail.com> 
Cc: www ourconstitution.info <info@ourconstitution.info> 
Subject: Filing - more detail request for investigations Re: SERVICE OF COURT DOCUMENT CASE 
NUMBER 132021CP006478000002 IN RE: Futerfas, Charlotte Anne 

  

Ms. Wong, 
 
Please present this attachment to Judge Eig as more detail regarding my concerns and request for 
investigations re: Petition Docket 116. This was also just filed.  
 
Thank you,  
 
Judith Futerfas 
 





 



 


